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There are many natural and safe high blood pressure herbal remedies but there can be many
people who would say that they have not benefited from these. The reason being that problem of
high blood pressure occurs due to physical and psychological reasons both and herbs can very
effectively treat the physical reasons but if psychological causes are not treated problem can surge
again and again. Stress is one of the biggest causes of the problem, today high blood pressure or
hypertension does not occur at older age, it strikes mostly around 30 years of age.

Largely this happens due to growing responsibilities at home and also at work place and if proper
management is absent then these can stress out a person in a short time and raise his or her blood
pressure. If one's pressure is regularly reading more than 120/80 then it is a problem of
hypertension. One can choose any natural and safe high blood pressure herbal remedy for
alleviating physical causes of the problem and staying away from their ill-effects, and also, equally
importantly shall also improve diet and lifestyle for completely curing the problem.

Hawthorn berries have been used as natural and safe high blood pressure herbal remedy since old
times. This herb is very effective as it can support functions of heart and circulatory system very
well. This herb has strong properties to lower bad cholesterol LDL which keeps arteries free from
blockages, this herb also dilates blood vessels which improves blood circulation and releases
pressure from heart to improve its health. Guggul is another natural and safe high BP herbal remedy
particularly for diabetics. People suffering with diabetes suffer with blockages in the blood vessels
which push heart to pump blood with higher pressure resulting in hypertension. This herb is also
very useful, safe and natural high blood pressure herbal remedy for people suffering with the
problem due to genetic reasons, stress and other problems.

Garlic is one of the most easily available and also safe and natural high BP herbal remedy. Few
cloves if used regularly in cooking or in raw form reduce level of LDL cholesterol, destroy plaque
and prevent blood clotting. These effects are very effective for preventing high BP. Arjuna herb is
prepared form the bark of Arjuna tree and is another very safe and natural high blood pressure
herbal remedy. This herb improves strength and endurance of heart muscles and support smooth
circulation of blood, this herb supplements the body with Coenzyme Q10 and triterpine glycosides
which support functioning of heart and arteries. You can take Stresx capsules, which is very
effective high BP herbal remedy.

Supporting the effects of herbs with active lifestyle which includes regular exercises particularly
cardio exercises brings in quicker results and provide complete treatment. Exercises are very useful
for relieving stress which is major cause of the problem in most of the cases. Apart from stress
exercises burn down excess calories to prevent fat accumulation in the blood vessels. Fat-free and
healthy diet is also very necessary, reduced intake of salts and other food items which reduce urine
output shall be avoided for better and effective results.
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Pressure. Read about a Hypertension Herbal Treatment.
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